
Feeding Trays

(A) Aluminum Trays

(B) Aluminum Tray Arms

(C) C-Brackets

(D) 4, 10-24 x 1-¼” plated screws

(E) 4, #10 plated nuts

(F) Plastic Clips

(G) #8 x ⅜” stainless machine screw

(H) #8 stainless nut
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A Feeding Tray mounted to the side of 
a T-14 house.  When mounting to the T-
14 mount on the 3-hole compartment.



Feeding Trays
Assemble the trays.  The arms are attached 
to the underside of the feeding trays.  Each 
tray will need 3 ⅜ clips (F) , 3 #8 x ⅜” screws 
(G) and 3 # 8 nuts (H).  Lay the tray (A) on a 
flat surface bottom side up.  Lay the arm (B) 
over the tray so that the arm lays flat with the 
sharp bend of the arm facing the corner be-
tween 2 holes in the tray, see photo

It can get a bit tricky holding all  the parts, 
but take your time and you will  see its not 
too bad.  Take the ⅜” plastic clips (F) and slip 
them onto the ⅜” tray arm (H) exactly as seen 
in the photo.  The holes in the clips will align 
with the holes on the trays.  Now you need to 
slip a #8 x ⅜” screw (G) from inside the tray 
out.  (The screw goes thru the hole from in-
side the tray,  thru the hole in the clip and 

held in place with a nut.)  Thread on a # 8 
nut (H),  continue to the next hole then the 
third.  Once all 3 nuts are in place, go ahead 
and tighten them up.  Repeat for the other 
tray.
There are several ways to mount the Feeding 
Tray.  You can mount the tray to a side of 
any  wooden  house.   When  mounting  to  a 
wooden object place the c-bracket where you 
want  to  mount  the  bracket,  and  mark  the 
holes.  Drill the holes and insert the plated 
screws (provided) and thread on the nut.  If 
you want you can also attach the bracket us-
ing wood screws, not provided.

You can also mount the c-bracket to the an-
gle aluminum arms on SuperSystems or the 
rings of a Gemini Gourd rack.  To mount the 
bracket use a ¼-20 x ¾ bolt (not provided) to 
one of the existing holes on the angle arm or 
rings.  Make sure the bolt head is on the in-
side of the c-bracket.

You can also mount the c-bracket to a T-14 
house as seen on the photo on page 1.  Once 
your bracket is mounted slip the tray into the 
holes and seat the tray arm into the slotted 
u-shape of the c-bracket.
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Take note the 
direction of the 
plastic clips


